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Let f: X + Y be a map of connected CW complexes, such that f, : [K, X] + [K, Y] is a bijection 
for every finite complex K ([K, X] being the set of free homotopy classes). Examples are known 
where such f is not a homotopy equivalence, but no example is known where Y is finite- 
dimensional. We prove that if Y has finite dimension d and if Hd? # 0 then f is a homotopy 
equivalence. More generally, we give necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of the fundamental 
group of Y for f to be a homotopy equivalence, and we show that these conditions are almost 
met whenever Y is finite-dimensional. An interesting sequence {G,},,, of finitely presented 
‘Artin groups’ appears naturally in the discussion. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 55PlO; 
Secondary 55099, 20E6 
free homotopy homotopy equivalences 
1. Introduction 
Letf: (X, x) + ( Y, y) be a base-point-preserving map of connected CW complexes; 
from now on we will suppress base points. We call f a pre-homotopy equivalence if 
the induced function f+: [K, X] + [K, Y] is a bijection for every finite complex K; 
here [K, X] denotes the set of homotopy classes (base points not necessarily held 
fixed during homotopy) of maps from I”; to X. We are interested in conditions 
which ensure that f is a homotopy equivalence. 
Certainly, a pre-homotopy equivalence induces a monomorphism on homotopy 
groups and an epimorphism up to the action of 7r1. Hence it is easy to prove the 
following four statements, using elementary homotopy theory. We omit the proofs. 
Proposition 1.1. f is a homotopy equivalence if and only if f#: T,X + r, Y is an 
epimorphisrn. 
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Corollary 1.2. Jf induces a bjiertion on .T,.-mqiugag I&SPS; .,q j,f .T,. Y is ab~.l.ia~, f 
is a homotop,Y epuiudence, 
Corollary 1.3. If rr2 Y is_,finite[v generate4,f is a hnmom,n,v ~4r.~~1~.7l~nr~ 
Corollary 1.4. [f-f is not a homotopv equivalence, ,f,( TT,X> has ti@ire tidpx in xrg Y 
Statements 1.1-1.4 indicate the sort of hypotheses which give an elementary 
positive solution. On the other hand, Heller [3] has constructed a pre-homotopy 
equiv&nce w&& is no% a %KXXW&3~~ fqi%&33~ Smm X jr, 3) $x3 3SSi533, W33mE 7 
is the group of all permutations of Z which have finite support. 
We are interested in hypotheses on Y which ensure that for every X and every 
pre-hcDmD1Dpy eptiiva5encej :X + Y,J >s ahm~ntnp,y e&Jva>encE B3e&+s exz~~@~ 
and all known examples of pre-homotopy equivalences which are not homotopy 
equivalences, have infinite-dimensional ranges. We ask: 
Question 1.5. If Y is (homotopy equivalent to) a finite-dimensional complex, is 
every pre-homotopy equivalence into Y a homotopy equivalence? 
In this paper we offer some evidence to support a positive answer. In Section 3 
we prove: 
Theorem 1.6. Let f: X + Y be a pre-homotopy equivalence between connected CW 
complexes. If Y has$nite dimension d, and if H,? # 0 then f is a homotopy equivalence. 
(Here, ? is the universal cover of Y.) 
Our second resu1t, Coro’r’taries 434.5, is harder tc~ sbk, hrrt claser b the ccxre 
of Question 1.5. In Section 2 we show that along with any pre-homotopy equivalence 
f:X-+-Y 33mc^s ;r (non-an@+ ~;~~~cnc,-<~;Z;;: ,in, s;7 Y 333!1~:h&~f is- a-~omo~op~~ 
equivalence if and only if for each n there exist integers m > k > n such that o, 
and ok commute (Theorem 2.3). Then, in Section 4, we show that, if Y is finite- 
dimensional, for each n there exists k such that wk commutes some positive power 
of Ok+> (Corollary 4.5). 
This result, indeed much of this paper, is dual to our papers [l] and [2, in this 
issue, pp. 297-2991 where we consider an analogous question in pro-homotopy 
which is of interest in shape theory. See Remark 4.6 for more details. 
As a byproduct of our methods, we can prove the following theorem in Section 2. 
Theorem 1.3. Lef f: X -+ %’ be a pre-homofopy equivalence befween connecfed CW 
complexes. If T, Y is free, then f is a homotopy equivalence. 
In Section 5 we give a universal example of a pre-homotopy equivalence which 
is not a homotopy equivalence. It lives on K (G, 1) where G is the ‘Artin Group’ 
(Y2, Y,, . . .\y$j =)yy< fOF aI1 Ii -j\ a->. se,, Remark 4.7. 
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Notation. All spaces are pointed connected CW complexes with nondegenerate 
base points. All maps preserve base point. All base points are suppressed. f z g 
means that there is a homotopy from f to g during which the base point traces out 
a loop represented in the fundamental group by o. If w = 1, we writef T g. h, : X + X 
denotes a map such that idx 5 h,. The rank of an abelian group is the maximal 
number of Z-independent elements (the rationals have rank 1). 
2. Fundamental group properties 
For 2.1-2.3, X and Y are countable, connected complexes, and f: X+ Y is a 
pre-homotopy equivalence. 
Proposition 2.1. There exist (i) finite subcomplexes X1 c X, c . . . c X and YI c Y2 c 
. * . c Y containing the base points, such that X = IJn X,,, Y = IJ,, Y,, and f(X,,) c Y,,, 
(ii) maps u n : Y,-, + X,,, and (iii) elements w, E T, Y,,, such that f 0 pi-’ T q:-’ 0 f 1, 
n-1 
Pll T u, 0 f 1, and qi-’ w’. f 0 u,. (Here pi-’ and qE_’ are inclusions.) 
Py’ 
. . . - x,_, - x, -. . . 
n “H w fl . . . - Y"_, - Y, -. . . 
n--l 
4n 
Fig. 1. 
Proof. Choose finite connected subcomplexes Xi c Xi c . . * of X, with X = U,, XL. 
Then choose finite connected subcomplexes Y; c Yi c * * . of Y, with Y = U,, YL 
and f(XL) c YL for all n. For each n, there exists k, > n and a map uk: YL + Xkn 
such that f 0 u: is homotopic to the inclusion Yk+ y;,. fO(U:,Ofj)-‘. 
(inclusion) 0 f I: XL + Y;,, so we may assume, enlarging k, if necessary, that u: 0 f I= 
inclusion: XL + XL”. Define a(n) inductively by a(l) = 1 and (~(n + 1) = kaCn,. Let 
X, = X&,,,, Y,, = Y&,,, and u,,+~ = u&(,): Y, + X,,,. Then, for n 22, pZ_’ = u, 0 f 1 
and qE_’ = f 0 u,. By homotopying u,, if necessary, we may assume pz-’ T u, 0 f I. 
Let the other homotopy be 4z-l z f 0 u, (this defines w,). 0 
It is convenient to abuse notation by writing w, for qL#(w,) E T, Y,,,, for every 
m 3 n, and w, for qg(w,) E T, Y. Here q” : Y, + Y is inclusion. 
Proposition 2.2. With notation as in Proposition 2.1, ifm > nqk-’ w.wQ=U;l 4G-l. 
Proof. 4Z’ z 4Z-l 0 (q:_, 0 f 0 u,) w’,, f 0 U, 0 q;_, of 0 U, T f o p; O u, z q; 
n--l 
ofiu, = qm . q 
w,’ 
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Theorem 2.3. With notation as in Proposition 2.1, the following are equivalent: 
(a) f is a homotopy equivalence; 
(b) for each n there exist m > k> n such that w, commutes with ok in TT, Y; 
(c) for each n there exists k > n such that w, commutes with wi in T, Yfor all i 2 k. 
Proof. (a)*(c): f#: 7r,X + rr, Y is onto, so there exist k > n and A E n,X,-, such 
that f,(h)= w,. For i3 k, ui#(wn)=(~~~f)#(A)=A, and (f~u~)#(~~)-f#(h)=~~. 
Since 4j-l z f 0 ui, w, = wiW,w;’ in r, Y, hence in r, Y 
(c)+(b): obvious. 
(b)+(a): Let (Y E 7~~ Y. Then for some n, there exists cy E 7r, Y,, with q:(a) = 6. 
Let m > k > n be such that wkw, = w,#k in m, Y. Then there exists s > m such that 
wkw, = w&I& in 9r, Y,. By Proposition 2.2 9k-l w,wrw;l 9k-l; hence qy wpozUi~ q:; 
hence qy w’, 4:. so q:#(o) = Wmlq:#(a)% = T,, o q?# o T,,10 (f O u, o q:-&(a), 
by Proposition 2.1 (here T,(y) =x-‘yx). Thus qy#(cz)Eimagefl,, hence (Y E 
image f+. 17 
Proof of Theorem 1.7. First assume X and Y are countable. We choose subcomplexes 
X,, Y,,, maps u, and elements w, as in Proposition 2.1. Given k b m + 2, w, and 
W,+IWkw~:I commute in n, Yk, by Proposition 2.2. Hence they commute in n, Y, 
so they generate a subgroup of the free group rrl Y which is either trivial or infinite 
cyclic. Hence there exist ykm E V, Y and a,_ b,, E Z such that w, = y?g and 
‘%,+,~k~i,:, = ?$& If 7-rr Y is trivial, we are done by Proposition 1.1. Otherwise, 
fix m such that w, # 1. Then for each k 2 m + 2, Yk+,,,, and yk,,, generate an infinite 
cyclic subgroup. So y$$ = -1 %,+lWkW,,,+l and ~$2,‘;; = w,+I~k+I~~‘+l commute, 
hence wk and wk+r commute in rI Y. By Theorem 2.3, f is a homotopy equivalence. 
The case of an uncountable X or Y is handled using the following: 
Lemma 2.4. Let f: X + Y be a pre-homotopy equivalence of CW complexes. Then for 
any countable subcomplex A of X there exists a countable subcomplex B of X containing 
A such that f. a = f. b implies a = b in B for any two maps a, b : K + A, where K is 
a finite C W complex. 
Proof. Choose a sequence P,, P2,. .‘. of finite CW complexes such that each finite 
CW complex is homotopy equivalent to one of Pi’s. Let Jj : P, + A represent all the 
elements of [Pi, A]. If f* hj is not homotopic to f * &, then put AC, = 0, otherwise 
f;j ==& in X and we can choose a finite subcomplex A,, of X with A7 =Ak in A,, 
Put B=AuU~,~,~A~~. 0 
Lemma 2.5. If f: X + Y is a pre-homotopy equivalence of CW complexes and A is a 
countable subcomplex of Y, then there exist countable subcomplexes X’ of X and Y’ 
of Ysuch that A c Y’ andf 1 X’: X’ + Y’ is a pre-homotopy equivalence, and [K, Y’] + 
[K, Y] is injective for jinite K. 
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Proof. Let B,=O and Ao= A. Suppose B, and A,, are countable subcomplexes of 
X and Y respectively, such thatf( B,) c A,,. Let Cr = C, = * * * be finite subcomplexes 
of Y whose union is A,. Each inclusion C, c Y lifts up to homotopy to a map 
V, : Ci -+ X. The uniqueness of Ui implies that we can arrange ur+i/ Ci = vi. Thus we 
get a map u : A,, + X. Take a countable subcomplex D of X with B, u u(A,) c D. 
Choose B,,, for D as in Lemma 2.4 and let A,,+, be a countable subcomplex of Y 
containing f( B,,,) u A,,. 
Now X’=u B,, Y’=UA,. 0 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.7 consider a E rrr( Y) and choose a finite 
subcomplex A of Y with (Y E im( n,(A) + rl( Y)). Choose X’ and Y’ as in Lemma 
2.5. Then rr,( Y’) is a subgroup of rrr( Y), so it is free. By the first part of the proof 
f] X’ is a homotopy equivalence. Thus f+ : n,(X) + rl( Y) is an epimorphism and 
Proposition 1.1 says that f is a homotopy equivalence. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.6 
Let (Y E rrr Y and 0 # II E H,?. Using cellular homology a E C,? is a cycle. Pick 
finite subcomplexes K,c K, = ? such that K. supports a, and rr, K. dies in r, K,. 
Let L be the image of K, in Y Choose a finite subcomplex 2 of Y such that L= Z 
and (Y E im(rr,Z+ r1 Y). Then Ko- K + L-, Z lifts to Z and the image a, in C,Z 
of a E C,K, is mapped to a E C,? by the chain homomorphism induced by Z-, Y. 
Choose countable subcomplexes X’ and Y’ of X and Y respectively, such that 
fl X’: X’+ Y’ is a pre-homotopy equivalence and Z c Y’. In applying Proposition 
2.1 we may assume that Y, = Z. 
By Proposition 2.2, q’ ,,+zuil q1 for all m a3. If A =C,‘=, njhj ZO is the entire 
Z[ r, Y]-coefficient in a of some oriented d-cell of ? (here rrj E Z and Aj E r, Y) 
then wzw,w;r . a = a, so wzw,wz -’ . A = A, so left multiplication by w~w,,,w;’ per- 
mutes {A,, . _. , A,} = 7r, Y, so {w~w,w;’ 1 m S3) is finite. (Compare Lemma 5.2 of 
[l].) It follows that the subgroup of r, Y generated by wg, wq, wg, . . . is finite, so 
infinitely many are equal. By Theorem 2.3, this implies that fl X’ is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Therefore cy belongs to the image off, : rrrX + r, Y and Proposition 1.1 says that 
f is a homotopy equivalence. 0 
4. Universal data for a pre-homotopy equivalence 
By Proposition 2.2, we have w~‘w;!,w,w,_,w, = w,?rw,w,_, for all IS n -2. 
Let G be the group whose presentation is (x,, x3,. . . ~x~‘x~~,x,x,_,x, = 
-1 x,-,x,x,_,, V2 c r s n -2). For m 2 2, let G, have presentation 
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G, = (,x2, x3,, . . . x I~~'x~I~x,x,_~x,=x~L,x,x,_,.,~~~~~~-~~~-~)~:G,~ , m, ‘II 
G,,, given by x,++xj, and r: G,+,+ G, given by Xj++Xj, if]‘< m, and ~,,,+r~l, are 
homomorphisms satisfying r 0 i = id, so i is a monomorphism. G = U”,=, G,. If 
K, E-r,’ -2% ,-;;&, :*mr .?. _m+, &_. ~:~~~~l~~,;~~~tars~~~~~ :;jdKm : -:t ;vilh’;_i’~iL’1Lt~~~~+,. 
Lemma 4.1. There is a jinite K (G,, 1) complex. 
Proof. By in&_&art an m. G2= H, so a circle suffices. Assuming K(G,, I) finite, 
one builds K (G,,,+,, 1) as a ‘partial mapping torus’, gluing both ends of the finite 
complex K(G,-,, 1)xZ into K(G,, 1) using the map K(G,_,, l)-, 
KCG,, 1) & K(G,, I). See [5, Proposition 3.6(ii)]. iI 
For~heresl 05 1tissection X( G,, >)wiM rSenote~~epaTljcuSasasphe~~ca~ comp>e~ 
with fundamental group Gm described in the proof of Lemma 4.1. K( G, 1) will 
demote w, X j G,,, ‘1>, 
In view of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 and the remark at the start of this section, 
we will mean by data for a pre-homotopy equivalence a triple (Y, {Y,}, {w,}) where 
Y is a coun&>e connectec) CW com&x, Y, c Y, = . . . are finire subcomp~exes 
whose union is Y, and for each n 2 2, OJ,, E r, Y,, satisfies ql-’ w._~w,,w;~, qz-‘, qr 
being inclusion Y,, L* Y,, That any such ‘data’ actually arises from a pre-homotopy 
equiva’lence into Y Fo’llows easildv from the fact that pig. 2 fits into the framework 
of Fig. 1: 
Fig. 2. 
Theorem 4.2. (K(G, l), {K(G,,l)}, {x,}) constitutes data for a pre-homotopy 
equivalence. This data is universal in the sense that if (Y, {Y,,}, {CO,}) is other such 
data, thereisamupF:K(G,l)+Ysuch thatF(K(G,,l))c Y,,andF,(x,)=w,for 
each n. 
Proof. The first sentence is clear by Lemma 4.1 and the HNN extension property. 
The map F is defined on K (G,, 1) by induction on n. Fur n = 2, F maps K ( G2, 1) --= S’ 
to a hA55 ill- 75 icpv..%afi~i~ L(li. IksiMw F JLe&n& v?r x Qu’,, 2;: Frxl-r a ‘ pi&i+ 
mapping torus’, Y, , , , by gluing both ends of Y,+, x Z into Y,, using the map 
ye,-= yn 
h 
A Y,,. Certainly F extends to a map K(G,+,, l)+ Y,,+,. Since 
h “9 
“-1 
n+l 0.7, h 
n--l 
w,, w,, “4 ill+, n+,, can be mapped into Y,+, (using this homotopy) by 
a map which restricts to inclusion Y,,-, Y,,+r. The composition is the required 
extension of F. 13 
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Let @ = F+ : G + rr, Y in Theorem 4.2. Then @(xn) = o, for all n 2 2. 
Corollary 4.3. The natural map K(G, 1) + K(@(G), 1) factors through a couering 
space of Y. 
Proof. Let Y be the covering space of Y whose fundamental group is Q(G). F 
lifts to F:K(G, l)+ Y. There is a map H: Y + K (@( G), 1) inducing the identity 
of r,. H 0 F is the required factorization. •I 
Corollary 4.4. Zf Y hasjinite dimension d, and ifA is an abelian subgroup of G then 
@(A) has rank d d. 
Corollary 4.5. If Y hasJinite dimension d, for each n 2 1 there exist k > n and positive 
integers r(k) such that w;‘!‘:,’ commutes with wk in rr, Y. 
Proof. Consider o,,+,w,+~w;:,, w,,+~w,,+_+J,:~, . . , 
-1 
~,,+2d+l~n+2d+2~,+2d+l. BY 
Proposition 2.2, these commute. By Corollary 4.4, a positive power of one of these 
is a product of powers of its successors. That is, there exists k > n, and r(k) > 0 
such that @@rk(+kl)w~’ is a product of powers of wiw,+,or’ for values of i a k-+2. But 
wk commutes with such, by Proposition 2.2. So a;‘+“,’ = WkW;;(:jWk’. 0 
Corollary 4.5 should be compared with Theorem 2.3 and Question 1.5. If we 
could prove that r(k) in Corollary 4.5 could be chosen to be 1, we would have an 
affirmative answer to Question 1.5. 
Remark 4.6. This paper can be read as dual to [l] and [2]. But some qualification 
is in order. Theorem 1.6 is genuinely dual to Theorem 5.1 of [l]. Corollary 4.4 has 
the look of a dual to Theorem 6.1 of [l], but the proof is entirely different. The 
proof in [l] appears not to dualize, and Corollary 4.4 is a bit weaker than one 
would expect from a true dual (the upper bound of the rank, namely d, is too large). 
Only the first part of the proof of the Theorem in [2] dualizes, giving the weak 
statement that ifqi,‘( n, Yn_,) hasjinite index in T, Y,, then there exists p( n) z 1 such 
that w$“’ commutes with w,+,. The interested reader can easily show this. 
Remark 4.7. Let H, be the ‘Artin Group’ (y2, . . . , ym 1 yiyj = y,y, whenever 1 i -jla 2). 
It is easy to check that the function G, + H, taking xi to y;’ . . . yL?lyiy,_, . . . y2 
defines an isomorphism. (The addition of relations yiyi+ry, = Yi+lYiYr+L turns H, 
into a braid group.) Similarly, G is the infinite Artin Group (y2, ,y,, . . . 1 y,yj = yjy, 
whenever 1 i -jJ 2 2). We thank Craig Squier for this observation. 
5. A universal pre-homotopy equivalence which is not a homotopy equivalence 
Let G be as in Section 4. 
Lemma5.1. Forany 2~k~mm,xk~K,~x,‘G,~,x,. 
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Proof. Suppose false. Among all pairs (m, k) for which xk E K,, choose one so that 
m - k is minimal. Then m - k > 0, for if x, E K, then x, E G,_,, whereas we have 
seen that x, is a stable letter for G, = G,_, *id,, . xk E K,, so x,,,x~x,’ E G,_,. m-1 
xkg K,_,, so we can pick xk(# 1) as a coset representative for a normal form 
structure on G, (see [4, p. 1801). Thus (x,, xk, x,‘) and (x,x,x;‘) are different 
normal forms of the same element of G,. Contradiction. 0 
Corollary 5.2. Whenever 2 c k < m, xk and x, do not commute in G. Cl 
In the notation of Section 4, consider the following: 
Fig. 3. 
By any of several standard methods (e.g. take regular neighborhoods or Cartesian 
products with balls) we may arrange for the horizontal arrows to be inclusions and 
for the outer square to commute. Then, by Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 5.2, we 
obtain a pre-homotopy equivalence K( G, 1) -+ K( G, 1) which is not a homotopy 
equivalence. 
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